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Simulations of grarmktr packings in 2-D by throwing disks in a rectangular die are performed,
Different size distributions as bridal, uniform and gaussian are used. Once the array of pa!ticles is
done, a relaxation process is carried on using a hi.rge-amplitude, low-frequency verticaI shaking.
This relaxation is petiormed a number N of times, Then, we measure the density of the package,
contact distribution, coordhation nu@er distribution, entropy and aiso the disks size distribution
m. height. The depend~nceOfali these magnitudes on the number”N of “shakings” used to relax
the packingand on the size distributionparametersare exploredand discussed.
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L Introd@ion

The characteristics “ofparticle packing are of great interest since the final density obtained
upon sintering depends critically on ‘tie initial packing.The results obtained from computer
simulations of packings of spheres Wd disks in three and two dimensions, respectively, are
important in many areas of science, fixnn powder technology in ceramics to pharmacology
improvemen~ [1-3].
In the present work we perform simulations of granular packings in 2-J) by throwing disks
in a die to represent the m@al experiment of poured grains into a rectangular container.
There have been previous works where this kind of ptikings have been generated [4-6].
Typically? the calculated geometri&l properties were density, average rmrnber of contacts,
radial distributions and size distribution of interstices.. Other works have dealt tith the
calc~ation ,of the contact force distributions [7-9]. But a complete study of’the dependence
of W these quantities and others on the size distribution parameters of the grains is still
lacking in the, literature. To know which are these parameters determining the behavior of
the packing wh~ it is put under stress or compaction would be an important goal in the
characterization of any granular packing to be used in any technological or industrial
application. Here, we will present the first results of a series of computer simulations of
packings ofdiska using different Size distributions as bimodal, uniform and gaussiau.

2. Simulation algorithm

The computer algorithm used in the present simulations has been programed in a way that
allows to’generate packings of disks sampled from any desired size distribution. The time
needed to set a packing of 10,000 disks into a rixtanguhtr die of any size is just a few
seconds on a Pentium PC. Because of round off errors, the optimum rate between the
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maximum and minimum disk radii (a=lld’~ti) is up to 20, i.e., ong can genera@ packings
with particles twetity times greater than the smaller ones in it.
A radii distrib@ion for the disks is selected and a n~ber of 10,000 disks are randomly
sampled i?om it. FWiwdly, disks are thrown one at a tune from the top, with the horizontal
position selected at random but keepi~g them ftom overlapping the walls of the coritainer.
Each grajn falls down follotig a steepest descent ~gorithm. Once it ~ouches &other disks
already deposited; it rolls over them until a stable position is found. By stable we meti the
first time me center of the falling particle is inbetyeen the center of the two fmt @rticles it
touches. In the case the stable position is attained where one of tie. cont@ng disks has a
vertical coordinate for its center that is greater than the cmresponding one for the new disk,
abridge position is defined ad registred.
If the fdlipg grain touches pa@eles on the bottom of the die, these bottom particles roll on
the bottom without fiictiim until the new particle reaches equilibrium on the bottom itself or
on other $WOparticles if there is no enough. place for it. In this way an ordered bottom is
obtained.
Once the packing of @articles is ready, a relaxation process is carried out using a large-
amplitude, Iow-frequency vertical shaking [10]. The particles areallowed to fall down
again, one at a time. The fmt to fall are the ones who ha~e lowest vertical positions in the
packing. The rules to attain equilibrium are the same as before. This relaxation can be
performed a mmiber N of times. Before relaxing and after each relaxation w~measure all
the’quantities of interest.
In what follows, results for severaI measured quantities as a function of the radii
distribution. of the disks and the ntqnber of rehxatiom of the packing are presented.

3. Results and Discussion

Three diff@ent size distributions are used in the simulations: birnodal, uniform and
gaussian. All of theti have a mean radius of 10 units. For the f~st one, the separation
between the two peaks is symetrim.lly increased respect to the value of ten and all the data
registmyl for a ranginghorn 1.1 to 19. The dispersion of the other two types of distributions
is increiised in such a way that u ~ged from 1.2 to 19. The total ntiber N of shakings
studied is 8,for each distribution @d each a value. The disks fdl down into a die of 2000
tits wWh without any restriction on the package”height, which is determined once the all
of disks am bide th4 container,
Below is the description of the behavior oftk packings,for each type of distribution.
Unijimn: the top ~eight of the pdcings does not depend on the number of shakings but
does depend on the dkqmsion of the distributio~ as a in&eases, the top height increases.
The fluctuations of the.kei@ arti higher for small vaiues of a. Consequently, ‘tie dtxlsity of
the package is slightly smaller far increasing a. The number of particles on the b@tom was
imkqxmdent of the slwking numbqr for a<3 increasing slowly with N for greater values of
the dispixsicm. The meti. nuniber of bottom particles is greater for greater’values of a.
The quanti~ that is redly affected by the relaxation process is the number of bridges, NB,
in the packing. Figure 1 (a) shows the decay of lV~with N for diffkrefit values of a and
different distributions (see below). For high a, NBonly decreases for the first shakings, then
fhwtuatirig its value.
The mean coord~tioti number is 4 for all the packings independently of N and a. Typical
coordination miniber distributions, F’,are shown in Figure 2 (a).



The orientation of the random packing can be measured through the expected absolute
vaiues of the projected length of contacts on a given axis. We measure the projections on
the verticid and hmizontai axis of the die. Projections do not change ~th the dispersion of
the radii distribution ad they are always of the same magnitude, meariing random
orientation. There is no dependence on the shaking relaxation. Concerning the angle
distribution of normaJco@acts, no changes with N are observed, but it dan~~s with a. The
nw@mun is mdre pronounced for greater dispersions and moves from .45’-53 for a=l to 0°-
25 for a=l!l. The distribution is syrnetric in @e four quadrants.
An “interesting partieter to describe the degree of randomness in the distribution of a
random variable is the entropy S. We define and measure two entropic-quantities dissociated
with the coordinate and angle probability distributions, SC =- Pci in Pci and Sa=-

i

Pai Inpai, re%=tively,wherePcimd p~i are the corresponding probability fi,mctions.
i

Both quantities dec~ase slightly for the first relaxation shaking but are insensible to the rest
of the relaxation process. SCgrows continuously with increasing a while Sa only increases
for a cknging from 1 to 1.6, becoming stable for greater a. Only the packings with a=19
present a smooth segregation effect due to the shakings periiormed.
Gaussian the top height of the packings increases as a increases, being 15% grater for
a==19respect to a=l .5, This changes are more pronounced than the corresponding ones for
the uniform ease. No observable dependence on N was observed. The behavior of the
number ofparticles on the bottom is the same as that for the uniform c%. Figure 1 (b)
shows ag~ thi decay of the number of bridges, N& with N for different values of a. l%?
number of bridges for the present distribution is of the order of 400/0greater than that for
the uniform w for”the same a. As above, the mean coordination nqrr&e~ is 4. for ail the
packings. Coordihmtion number distributions, F; keep the same qualitatively shape as for
the uniform case, but here the distributions flatten for all a. See Figure 2 (b).
The projections, angle distributions and entropy quantities behave similarly as for the
uniform case. No,segregation is present even for high a.
Binmdd there is a sligh~t@nd for @ density to grow with a. ,?’hisk due to the f~ct that the
smaller disks iie between the bigger one% improving the packing efficiency. Because the
mean radhs of the packings incr~s as a increases for this distribution, one expects that
the number of particles on tie bottom will decrease with the separation betwt%q peaks. This
effect is just observed when a 27 and the same occurs with the relaxation process which

affects the number of bottom particles as we will see below.
As for the previotw distributions, the mean coordination number is 4 for all the packings
with aK4,ad decr~es for greater values of a as we will see below.
HeN, the relaxation process also helps to highly decrease the number of bridges. For a<8,
the MM number of bridges is comparable to the correspondhg ones, for previous
distributiqnj+,but for greater values of a it is considerably higher (almost thrtie times respect
zo the uniform case) as can be seen in Figure 3.
The distribution of coordination numbers is close to its counterparts fo~u<4. For a+ 7 and
19 there is a peak in @e distribution for n=3, 2 and 2 respectively. This may be explained
if we think that be SWI1 particles pcycolat.e through the insterticies formed by the bigger
ones, Segregation is observed for a>7 @coincidence with the increment in the number of
bottom particles cited above.
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4. Conclusions

In this Wper we presented a simulation algorithm to generate random packings of disks in
2-D where the radii si& distribution can in principle be any one desired. We got results for
uniftmn, gaussian and birnodid. A&er the packing is ready, a Iow-frequency high4mpiitude
reltiation process is perfonhed. The algorithm is very fast, consuming a few seconds of
CPU time.
In general, except for hi~ a in the bimudal case, the mean coordination number is four,
independently of dispersion and rekixation.
The relaxation process is wsefidl for the rearrangement of the disks in the packing, lowering
considerably the number of bridges. It does not practically aflect the density of the system
and d~es not cawse considerable segregation, ~xcept for the birnodal distribution at high a.
The .hhkd number of bridges is L@herfor the bimodal distribution cor@ared with the other
distributions.
Distributions with greater a vahies improve the packing efficiency for the fust two
distribtitions and make it worse in @e birnodal ease.
Given *e advantages of the present algorithm respect to CPU time and ,siz.edistributions
possibilities, Qwide variety of experimental setups can be simulated in order t6 predict the
fbrce contact distributions before a cotipressing process is carried on. Present efforts are
driven in that direction.
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Figure Captions

FKWRE 1: Number of bridges NB as a fiction of the number of “shakings” N and
different a, (a) for ~form @s&butions, (b) for gaussian distributions.

FIGURE 2: Typical coordination number distributions, F’,for (a) uniform and (b) gaussian
dktributions. N ties not affwt their shapes.

FIGURE 3: lWunber of bridges iVB~ a fimction of the number of “shakings” N for the
bimada.1distributions mid different a.
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